Names: Romni & Paul
Venue: Slieve Donard
Wedding Date: 6th April 2019
There are so many things that we love about spring. After a long winter, the warmer
temperatures and spring sunshine are welcomed – as is the landscape, as gardens transform
with new colour and fragrance. It’s changes like these that make the season perfect for a
wedding!

The lovely Romni & Paul chose to celebrate their stylish Wedding on a gorgeous fresh Spring
day on 6th April 2019 at Slieve Donard, surrounded by family and friends. Conference &
Banqueting Manager Eugene Rooney was on hand during the day to ensure that everything
went smoothly, so that Romni & Paul didn’t have to worry about any of the little details and
could simply enjoy every minute of their special day.

This magical Spring Wedding began at Romni Millar Hair Lounge in Teconnaught, where the
Bride herself did all the hairstyling of bridal party! The Bridal party looked classically beautiful
and their gorgeous hairstyles were complemented by their Bridal makeup by Lorna Rodgers at
The Studio Makeup & Beauty, Newcastle. The Bride’s gorgeous headpiece was hand crafted by
Lori Muldoon Millinery and was the first time the milliner had ever used white leather!
Romni & Paul had their wedding service in the Good Shepherd Church, Belfast. After the
romantic ceremony it was off for the drive down to the wonderful Slieve Donard. With the sun
shining on the crisp morning, it was a perfect day for a Wedding and was beautifully captured in
the photography by Paul Moane / Aurora Weddings.

Romni’s wedding gown was by Kate Halfpenny London was styled with a second top for the
evening, this unique gown could have been worn in 5 different ways! The bridesmaids dresses
are by Ghost, sourced from The White Gallery, Warrenpoint.
The evening entertainment was provided by The Housemates lead by Joseph McClean and it
was truly an evening for celebrating. The jovial Wedding party danced well into the wee hours
and enjoyed evry last minute of this very stylish Spring Wedding.

Your wedding day is your most
important day and we want to make
everything perfect. Our experienced
Wedding Coordinators are among the
best in Northern Ireland and are on
hand to will help you to create an
unforgettable and magical day which is
truly a unique expression of you.
Please call to speak with our Wedding
Coordinator on 028 4372 1066

